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Welcome to the end of season update 2014.  Herewith, a quick look at what the Association 

has been up to since the turn of the year as well as a look ahead to next season. 

After the disappointments of last season and the Inter Services campaign in particular, the 

new coaching team of Head Coach Steve Lockton, Academy Coach Chris Reeves and 

Wrenegades Coach Kev Hunt all assisted by a team of willing deputies, began the task of 

restoring confidence within their squads and the Association. Add to the mix the arrival of 

new Director of Rugby, Dave Garner, and the continued support of the stalwart team 

managers and backroom staff, each squad held a training weekend at HMS Temeraire to 

prepare for the coming season. Many units and famillies gave up familiar faces over 

precious weekends to take part in the training camps as well as a great bunch of new faces 

all looking to stake a claim on one of the RNRL shirts for the season.   

First up for the season was the annual foray into the Tetley’s Challenge Cup which gave us 

a home tie against top Cumbrian League side Walney Central.  Whilst the Brothers put up a 

good performance the Cents played some smart Rugby and, benefitting from squad training 

throughout the winter, took the mach on the day.  

The next four fixtures yielded some great results as the Seniors and Academy sides hit the 

road to find quality opposition. The first two matches saw the Seniors travel to North London 

to take the London Skolars Academy whilst at the same time Chris Reeves and his Academy 

team were in the West Country to take on a Plymouth select squad put together by former 



‘Brother’ Ben Cartwright. Both matches produced good wins with the Academy racking up a 

hatful of points against the West Country team winning 58:10, whilst in the capital the 

Seniors came out on top in a much closer match winning by 24:22. The Academy headed  to 

the East End next to take on Newham Dockers; pre match preps were threatened, however, 

by team manager Steve Penberthy trying to persuade every one of the merits of East End 

Pie and Mash - luckily all lived to tell the tale and another close match  gave the Academy 

victory 26:20. The final match of this first phase of fixture saw the Senior squad travel up to 

Hemel Hempsted to take on Hemel Stags. The stags are a Championship Club who had a 

free weekend so invited RNRL for a match.  The Stags side was supposed to be an 

Academy side; however in talking to the Coach afterwards, there were at least four regular 

first teamers in the Stags side. This made the result even sweeter and another victory was 

recorded by 28:20. The Brothers made a quiet start and went behind early but recovered 

and dominated the match for long periods of the game.  With 5 new caps in the side plus 

much improved discipline this was a very important and significant win. 

 

Over 80 players spread amongst 6 teams took part in the 2014 RNRL 9's competition played 

in glorious spring weather at HMS Excellent in May.  Throughout the day it looked like either 

reigning Champions HMS Sultan or the guest Army Team from Medical Services at Fort 

Blockhouse would lift the trophy. This was before the RM of 40 Cdo had their say, despite 

only winning one of their group matches they scored a bruising semi-final victory over the 

Blockhouse team and in true Royal Fashion turned straight around and played Sultan in the 

Final winning 16-10. 

The RN Ladies side ‘The Wrenegades’ have trained alongside the Brothers as well as 

holding their own sessions all season.  Their first outing of the season was an away trip to 

the East Midlands to play the Nottingham Outlaws. Despite going down 42:22 to an 

experienced Outlaws side, the Wrenegades gave a great performance in their first match of 

the new season.  Next up at home was a match against the though East Merlins from 

Brighton. The RN Ladies suffered again from missing senior players.  However, the 

inexperienced team nearly pulled off a remarkable comeback. Trailing 22:4 at the break the 

Wrenegades fought back to be only two points behind after 72 minutes however two late 

tries by the Merlins halted the charge and the home side went down 30:22. 



 

 

 

And so to what has becoming our second home, Headingley.  Once again the Leeds Rhinos 

helped the RNRL to stage a wonderful Armed Forces Day match.  Pre match entertainment 

by the RAF College Cranwell military band, Ronnie the Rhino abseiling with the Royal 

Marines from the main stand and the delivery of the match ball by the Paras, was soon 

forgotten as yet another classic RNRL State of Origin match got underway.  On a very hot 

and humid afternoon the East and Wests put on a great show to entertain the Headingley 

crowd which by the final whistle exceeded 13000 people. This was the fourth staging of the 

event at the invitation of Rhinos Chief Executive Gary Hetherington who congratulated the 

players on their performance as well as inviting RNRL back for 2015.  A strong last 25 

minutes by the eastern Commands gave them a 32 -24 victory over the Western commands 

to keep the Hesco Bastion Origin Trophy for another year.  

 

Royal Marines Rugby League has had a great season.  Beginning with the annual Corps 

Championships at CTCRM Lympstone, this year won by 45 CDO focus turned to the tour to 

Australia to mark the 350th Anniversary of the Royal Marines and matches against the RAF 

Regiment and Parachute Regiment.  A fantastic display of Rugby League saw a 

comprehensive defeat of the RAF Regt at RAF Honington 6-42 to Retain Courage Cup. 

Then came the Paras.  After an average first half showing which left them ten points adrift at 

half time RMRL totally dominated the second half scoring 27 unanswered points to take the 

match 31 points to 14 to lift the Trafalgar Cup. 

This season has also seen a number of RNRL players, both male and female play for Great 

Britian Armed Forces Rugby League.  Six Wrenegades led by GBAF and RNRL Skipper 

Sam Alderson played against the GB Students in the Arthur Mille Stadium on the outskirts of 

Leeds. In a hugely entertaining match full of excellent play from both sides as well as many 

incidents to keep the crowd talking the GBAF Ladies came up just short against the Students 

Ladies who not only claimed the Associations Cup bragging rights but the Pankhurst Cup as 

well. On the back of her performances in previous and this season LS Alderson has been 

selected to join the National Women’s GB side, a great achievement for her.   

 



 

 

The GBAF men competed in the inaugural Rugby Football League Associations Cup this 

year which saw matches against Great Britain Police, Great Britain Teachers and Great 

Britain Students.  Eleven RN players represented the GBAF side over this three game series 

which saw convincing wins against the Teachers and Police, with the Students who took the 

title.  

Then it was Inter Service Championship time and two nights to remember.  For the first time 

in over a decade the away match against the Army was played away from the usual venue, 

in this case at the home of Salford Red Devils in Manchester. With the warm September 

weather continuing it was a great day for Rugby League. The first two matches, Ladies and 

Academy were played on the outside pitches at the Stadium whilst the main match was a 

curtain raiser to Super League clash between the Red Devils and the Widnes Vikings.  The 

Army Ladies continued their unbeaten dominance of the Ladies IS series with another 

convincing win over the RN Ladies who as the smallest of the three service arms once again 

suffered from lack of player availability. RN Coach Kev Hunt was pleased with the way his 

charges stuck to their task and managed a consolation try against the always dominant 

Army side.  The early games continued to go the way of the ’Home’ side as the Army ran out 

comfortable winners against their RN counterparts by 44-16 (HT 22-4).   

 



 

 

The final match of the day saw the Army Seniors taking on the RN Seniors for the Jack 

Harrison Trophy. On paper the Army were probably favourites having swept the board last 

year however the RN had worked hard throughout the season towards this set of matches 

and Head Coach Steve Lockton had plenty of confidence in his side once again led by Mark 

Robinson.  After a close first half that ended 12-12 the early stages of the second half were 

dominated by the Army as they went over for two quick tries and a penalty to lead 26:12. 

The Army were nearly in again after a great passage of play from midfield saw them heading 

for the line but fortunately for the RN the last pass out wide was missed and ended up in 

touch much to the relief of the RN. This let off seemed to spur the RN on and they fought 

their way back into the match and were rewarded with another score for Mike Haldenby with 

a conversion from Darren Bamford.  More pressure from the RN brought more joy with sub 

Mark Sharp crossing to close the gap once again. Bamford was just off with the kick but it 

was now 26:22 with less than ten minutes left. The RN now threw everything into the fight 

and as the clocked ticked towards 80 minutes RN second row Gareth Cadmore forced his 

way over for the four pointer to level the scores. So with only about three minutes left it was 

the conversion to win the match for the RN; Darren Bamford took the kick and the 

experienced half back made no mistake to send his team delirious. The RN held on for the 

last few minutes of play and recorded a famous victory over the Arch enemy. RN hooker Kev 

Botwood was awarded Man of the match.  For the statisticians this result now brings the RN 

to within one victory of the Army at 8-7 with one match drawn. Next stop Portsmouth. 

 

 

This year the Ladies fixture got things underway in glorious sunshine with just a light breeze 

giving the players some respite from the unseasonably high temperatures. The game was 13 

minutes old before the first score when after a period of sustained pressure the RAF touched 

down. Ten minutes later the RN responded, after a spell of concerted pressure the ball went 

through hands in midfield before finding Nicola Elvidge out who wide crashed over taking the 

defender with her, 4:4 after 25. Despite a lot of good play and not a little effort from both 

sides the score remained tied at 4 all at the break. Despite starting with only 16 players in 



the squad the RN began to take charge of the game and their efforts were rewarded scoring 

3 tries to win 20-10. Navy back Loz Morton was awarded player of the match for her two 

tries. 

 

The second match of the day saw the RN Academy return to winning ways against the RAF 

after the shock defeat at Cranwell last year. Whilst the RAF competed well they appeared to 

be a bit short on ideas especially in the last metres before the line. The dynamic, aggressive 

and decisive play provide too much for the RAF as the Academy lads put 32 unanswered 

points on the board.  

So the scene was set, after seeing the RN Ladies and the Academy won their matches not 

only was the clean sweep on but the destination of both the Dog Watch Trophy and the Inter 

Services Title was up for grabs as well. RN Coach Steve Lockton had made a couple of 

changes from the side that beat the Army notably a first start for James Shaw brought up 

from the Academy for the game. In the absence of last week’s Man of the Match Kev 

Botwood another new face, Sam Carter started at scrum half following a good showing 

against the Army. The RAF had many of their regulars from previous campaigns on show 

including the return of Martin Wood playing at centre instead of his usual role at Stand-off. 

The evening was very warm and the pitch was still in immaculate condition, as always, 

despite the day’s two previous matches. A competitive first half saw the RAF led 2:8 at half 

time.  The home side took the initiative straight from the restart with replacements making an 

early impact. After stern defence from the RAF the breach was finally made with a try in the 

corner and a great touchline conversion by Darren Bamford tied the match after barely five 

minutes. This score signalled a 20 minute period of some of the best play the RN has put 

together for some time led by in form stand-off Bamford. The RN now were on top of their 

game with the RAF barely getting a touch of the ball finding themselves now behind 14:8. 

Bamford was over again only five minutes later,18:8.  
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There was still time for more scoring for the RN, more pressure through midfield put the RAF 

defence on the back foot and once gain Bamford took the play on, this time moving out 

towards the right where his pass found Gareth Cadmore who used his strength to force 

himself over and touch down for another Navy try. With Bamford receiving treatment for a 

bang he received in the last set of play, Sam Carter took the shot at goal but was just wide 

with his effort 26:8.  The Referee’s whistle blew for full time which signalled great scenes of 

celebration in the RN ranks and disappointment for the RAF who knew they had been well 

beaten on the night by the better side. President of GB Armed Forces Rugby League Air 

Chief Marshal Sir Stuart Peach presented the ‘Dog Watch trophy’ to Darren Bamford, who 

had also taken the Man of the Match award for the night whilst RNRL President Commodore 

Alex Burton presented the IS Trophy to RN Skipper Mark Robinson.  

 

So Inter Service Championship completed, the 2014 Champions flew to Australia for the 2nd 

Tri Nations Maritime Rugby League Championship. Resplendent in unique to the tour first 

team strip, the first fixture was against Australia at Balmain Tigers, Leichardt oval ground 

(Old West Tigers ground). With temperatures rising to a stifling 36 degrees Celsius.  The 

Brothers stood strong during a very tough first half and went in 12-6 down.  The second half 

kicked off with the brothers taking the game right to the Australians. After a 25 minute arm 

wrestle the RN were rewarded with some well worked tries but the Brothers attitude and 

determination for success was not enough to secure a victory losing 18-12.  

 

 

While the seniors were down under the association was playing its part at the Super League 

Grand Final at Old Trafford Manchester as LS Sam Alderson, LS Jackson Drury and MA Ash 

Newby had the privilege of carrying the Trophy onto the Old Trafford pitch in front of a 

packed house. 
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Up next, only 4 days after the Australians, were the current Tri Nation Champions New 

Zealand.  The Kiwis never die attitude was prevalent from the very start with the side 

presenting the RN boys with the world famous HAKA.  Playing 4 high intensity games in 4 

weeks was perhaps a step too far for the RN team but everyone gave their all and performed 

like Gladiators during a very tough match in the 35c heat. Despite losing 22-10 the players 

could hold their heads up high having achieved a significate amount in 2014. 

 

 
 

2014 was a great year for Royal Navy Rugby League that has seen players selected for 

GBAFRL and Amateur International status.  The seniors have won the Inter Service 

Championship for only the 3rd time in the association’s 17 year history and compete well 

down under against the Australian and New Zealand.  The Academy and Women sides 

continue to compete, the Armed Forces Day and State of Origin Match at Headingly is an 

established yearly event and grass roots development is uncovering new talent; all this 

demonstrates that the sport is continuing to grow in the Royal Navy, in Defence as well as 

nationally and internationally.    

I am very grateful to those that have contributed to RNRL this year; the players head the list 

but especial thanks to Steve Lockton – Head Coach; Dave Garner – Director of Rugby; Chris 

Reeves – Academy Coach; Rob Conde – Fixtures Secretary; Butch Hunt – Ladies Coach; 

Lewis Taylor – Club Captain; Dave Bebbington – Performance Manager; Sarah Parker – 

Marketing; suffice it for me to say that they have all been a revelation, turning basic skill, 

desire, hard work, preparation and enthusiasm in to  a series of blinding results across the 

three teams.  Forgive me for highlighting particular individuals but to Steve Lockton, Dave 

Garner, Chris Reeves, Lewis Taylor, Butch Hunt and Jack Duckitt, thank you for your efforts; 

it’s been a pleasure and an honour to be part of our journey this year.  But thanks are also 

due to our stalwarts – Keith Humpleby, Mat Gee, Mark Herzberg, Chris Hammond, Marie 

Hallam, Jase Steele and Steve Penberthy the latter of whom continues to deliver our Grass 

Roots programme to the envy of all other Associations.  Special mention this year to Andy 



Cooper for yet another stunning State of Origin – as Rhinos CEO, Gary Hetherington, said 

this year, ‘love it, brilliant – and a reet good game of Rugby League ‘an all!’ 

With all that in mind, there are an increasing number of external organisations that support 

us and allow us to further professionalise our on and off field activities.  Whilst the financial 

support they give us is invaluable, interest in our sport is a filip to all of us, so, many thanks 

to Steria, Landmarc, ESS/Compass Group, DynCorp, NAAFI, Viking Arms, Royal British 

Legion, Qinetic, RNRMC, UK4U, Catapult Solutions, Ethos and our kit supplier Samurai.  In 

service support has been particularly forthcoming from Dean Andrew, Dave Groce, Damian 

Clayton and Perry Mason at GBAFRL, Jack Duckitt and Ben Mardle at RMRL, Chris Alcock 

and Alan Church at RNRU, Peter Lewis and Robin Young at Temeraire and Mickey Brighton 

at CSRL Officials.  A personal and heartfelt thanks to Admiral Chris Parry and Admiral Alex 

Burton for their guidance, counsel and friendship.  Thank you too, to all the Commanding 

Officers of the ships, units and establishments that release our players throughout the 

season – and to those sailors and marines that backfill in the duty watch and their place of 

work for the Brothers and Sisters; we couldn’t be more grateful.   

But of course, the real stars are the families of our players and off field staff who, during the 

rare occasions that some of our players and staff are at home, agree to them disappearing, 

literally, to all parts of the country and globe to play and organise RN Rugby League – you 

are our strength and our life, thank you for everything and your wonderful support. 

Finally, check out the club shop which includes replica shirts; a good percentage of sales 

goes directly to the Association so buy, buy, buy. 

 


